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FY2019 ANNUAL REPORT
Dear Friends,

Thank you for making 2019 yet another remarkable year of milestones and celebrations.

This year, Anchor Center for Blind Children celebrates 37 years of service to young children with visual impairments. We celebrate 37 years of serving their parents and families. We celebrate the fortitude and vision of our founders, including our wonderful friends, Delta Gamma, who, in 1982, founded Anchor Center in the basement of a church and who lovingly grew it to serve thousands of babies, toddlers and preschoolers over the years.

Did you know that blindness is rare? Less than one-half of one-percent of young children with disabilities have a vision impairment. As a “low incidence” disability, expertise in pediatric vision impairment services for children in their formative years (birth to age 5) can be difficult to find. Anchor Center for Blind Children continues to be one of a handful of organizations in the country that has this unique expertise and specialty.

Throughout our history, Anchor Center has created model programs and services, cultivated long-term partnerships, gained national recognition, and built a remarkable base of donors who have loyally supported Anchor’s programs and invested in its growth. As we look toward the future in 2020, we are inspired by an exceptional vision (pun intended!) to continue advancing best practices in services for young children with visual impairments, including screening & assessments, research and training for parents, caregivers, educators and healthcare professionals.

Thank you for being an important part of our community, which has been built and sustained by the remarkable generosity of donors and funders, our gifted and dedicated staff, the loving contributions of our volunteers and loyal leadership of our Board of Directors. We are so very grateful to share our journey with you.

With Gratitude,

Meghan S. Klassen, M.Ed.
Executive Director

Jeff Watkins, CPA
Board President

**ASSESSMENTS**

414 ASSESSMENTS (582 HOURS)
101 NEW REFERRALS (118 HOURS)
261 EYE EXAMS (261 HOURS)
13 LOW VISION CLINICS (13 HOURS)

124 FUNCTIONAL VISION ASSESSMENTS (150 HOURS)
16 TRANSDISCIPLINARY ARENA STYLE ASSESSMENTS (40 HOURS)
PROGRAMS

INFANTS  (0-18 months)

Teachers and therapists help caregivers gain understanding of their child's unique vision challenges and strengths; strategies to care for their infant's special needs; and tools to nurture their child's early development.

“Lane first came to us at 3 months old. Now he has some amazing skills...this kid has no fear! He is crawling all over the place and is a sensory seeker. He explores everything he can get his hands on. He uses auditory input to locate where he wants to go. Lane is always happy and willing to try new experiences!”

Tamara Miller, Teacher of Students with Visual Impairments, Infant/Toddler Coordinator

TODDLERS  (18 months – 3 years)

Teachers and caregivers work with toddlers on their visual, auditory, and motor development, orientation and mobility, including cane travel and pre-literacy, communication, and social skills.

“When Genesis first came to Anchor, she was extremely tactilely-defensive and unwilling to touch anything with her hands. Now she is much more willing to touch new things, she’s more social and loves being with her friends. Genesis makes eye contact regularly, and she is even beginning to make choices independently. These are all great skills to have as she is getting ready for preschool. She’s our superstar!”

Tamara Miller, Teacher of Students with Visual Impairments, Infant/Toddler Coordinator

Preschoolers receive individualized early childhood special education via the nationally accredited Expanded Core Curriculum (ECC). Preschool advances instruction in orientation and mobility, literacy and braille, prosocial and daily living skills, and the use of assistive technology. Preschoolers also enjoy multisensory education through music and horticultural therapies, as well as community field trips and events.

“Mathias has come such a long way since he started attending Anchor Center. With great strides, Mathias has worked on independent exploration of different classrooms, understanding the purpose of using a mobility cane, and eating independently. His use of auditory skills and increasing tactile exploration are setting him up to be ready for kindergarten.”

Elise Darow, Teacher of Students with Visual Impairments, Orientation and Mobility Instructor, Preschool Coordinator

HOME VISITS  (0 – 3 years)

Provided in the child’s home, our Teachers of Students with Visual Impairments (TSVIs) offer one-to-one vision consultation and training to parents/caregivers and children. Our TSVIs assist parents in adapting their homes and practicing techniques to promote and nurture infant and early childhood development, exploration and learning.

“Felicity had brain surgery early in her life and at the time had minimal to no functional use of vision. Felicity was diagnosed with Cortical Visual Impairment (CVI) and since coming to Anchor, we’ve been able to ‘re-wire’ her visual pathways to help her see!”

Callie Robinson, Early Childhood Special Educator, Teacher of Students with Visual Impairments

SUMMER PROGRAMMING

Summer Sprouts Infant/Toddler Program

Anchors Away Preschool Camp

50  STUDENTS SERVED
WHO WE SERVE

ALUMNI Spotlight

“Millie was only 4 months old when we first took her to Anchor Center and we weren’t sure if she had any vision at all. Within the first 15 minutes of walking into the center, we were told that she was able to track and she had some vision. Anchor offered us endless support and showed us that we were far from alone and we could overcome any hurdles. They gave us the confidence we needed to be successful parents to a visually impaired child. Anchor has given Millie a confidence she may not have found otherwise. She believes in herself, she is so determined and she is a huge advocate for herself. Anchor has helped instill those thoughts in Millie’s mind through education, support and experiential learning.”

Hollie, Millie’s mom

“Without the support, encouragement, and guidance of the Anchor Center staff, Millie wouldn’t be where she is today, a thriving kindergarten student in Jeffco.”

Connie Brakken, Millie’s grandmother

FAMILY SERVICES

SIBLING SERVICES 31 Siblings Participated (no cost to families)

RESPITE CARE 38 Children Attended

PARENT/CAREGIVER EDUCATION 9 Parent Centers, 19 Parent Education Classes, 30 Hours

MOST COMMON VISUAL DIAGNOSES AT ANCHOR CENTER*  

*Cortical Visual Impairment (CVI) 54%  Nystagmus 24%  Oculomotor Apraxia 19%  Optic Nerve Hypoplasia 16%  Strabismus 11%  

INFANTS 54%  TODDLERS 23%  PRESCHOOLERS 61%  HOME VISITS 74%  

*Many children have more than one visual diagnosis.

CORTICAL VISUAL IMPAIRMENT (CVI) DIAGNOSES BY ENROLLMENT

More than 50% of our students have been diagnosed with CVI, which is a brain-based visual impairment. That means the eyes are healthy, but the brain is not able to interpret visual information. It is the current leading cause of visual impairment in children in the developing world, including the United States, and it often presents with other neurological disorders.

MOST COMMON VISUAL DIAGNOSES AT ANCHOR CENTER*
WHO WE ARE

VOLUNTEERS

Spotlighting Cheryl Blankenship

In her many years of service to Anchor Center, Cheryl has served in nearly every volunteer and leadership capacity. Before becoming a board member, Cheryl volunteered in the classroom where she was tasked with, and loved, holding babies. As a member of the Anchor Board of Directors, Cheryl took her stewardship role seriously. Always the master networker, Cheryl has brought an untold number of her friends, neighbors and associates to Anchor Center, resulting in new donors, board members, volunteers, and event guests. We are proud to honor Cheryl Blankenship for her years of dedicated support and her love of the children, families and mission of Anchor Center for Blind Children.

743 VOLUNTEERS contributed 4,364 HOURS WORTH $122,267

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2018 – 2019

Jeff Watkins, CPA
President

Sage Ann Scheer, PhD
Immediate Past President

Matt Duncan, MBA
First Vice President

Cheryl Blankenship
Dennis Moore
Sharna Callahan, CPA
Amy Naes, JD
James Crowe, JD
Robert “Bob” King, MD

VOLUNTEERS

TEACHERS OF STUDENTS WITH VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS

(providing 2 Orientation and Mobility specialists) provided 9,516 HOURS

EARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUCATORS

provided 3,900 HOURS

TEACHER’S ASSISTANTS

provided 2,652 HOURS

THERAPISTS

provided 4,914 HOURS

and specialties in physical, speech and language, occupational, music, and horticulture therapy

STAFF

Courtney Albers
Intake and Referral Manager

Josie Bennis
Teaching Assistant

Kenedy Brazzell
Data Entry Clerk

Anne Brown
Teaching Assistant

Caroline Calabrese
Teaching Assistant

Heather Cameron
Executive Director

Melinda Carter
Director of Children’s Programs

Linda Corssmit
Eye Clinic Coordinator

Deb Curry
Family Services Director

Elise Darrow
Teacher of Students with Visual Impairments

LeAnn Donahue
Special Events Coordinator

Mollie Fiebert
Music Therapist

Gina Hight
Occupational Therapist

Karen Jamison
Teacher of Students with Visual Impairments

Marlissa Jenkins
Grants and Proposal Development Manager

Diane Julius
Student Records Administrator

Melissa Licon
Teaching Assistant

Erin Lovely
Horticulture Therapies Coordinator

Noel Magee
Early Childhood Spec. Ed. Teacher

Jessica Meisel
Early Childhood Spec. Ed. Teacher

Tammey Miller
Teacher of Students with Visual Impairments

Kelsey Montague
Communications Manager

Laura Moran
Early Childhood Spec. Ed. Teacher

Zoe Morgan
Speech/Language Pathologist

Frances Owens
Community Relations Manager

Sarah Rice
Volunteer Program & Administrative Services Manager

Caroline Roberts
Teaching Assistant

Callie Robinson
Teacher of Students with Visual Impairments

Covi Rodriguez
Teaching Assistant and Sibling Program Coordinator

Leonor Rosser
Early Childhood Spec. Ed. Teacher

Becca Smith
Program Administrative Coordinator

Cathy Smyth
Director of Research

John Taylor
Finance Director

Kathryn Tower
Speech/Language Pathologist

Savannah Wippel
Director of Development and Community Relations

CONSULTING PARTNERS

Pat Horkan
Building Engineer

Ali Huckins
Developmental Specialist

Pat Lewis
Teacher of Students with Visual Impairments and Orientation & Mobility Instructor
After years of supporting the same schools and charities, we were looking for something different in our community that served children. We were moved to become major supporters of Anchor Center after visiting their incredible facility and learning about its unique mission. There is nothing else like it in Colorado for these special children! We were also able to grow our charitable impact via the 50% Colorado Child Care Tax Credit, which allowed us to essentially double our donation capacity and stretch it even further. We would encourage anyone who is curious to learn more about Anchor Center to show up and visit. There is no doubt in our minds that you will leave inspired to support their work–just as we were!

Zach and Lacey Abote
OUR THANKS

Donna and Walter Giancichi
City of Lakewood
Janice Clark
Abigail and Craig Clark
Tim and Maureen Clark
Caroline and Tim Clark
Christine and Eugene Clark
Kyle Clark
Scott and Iona Clark
Theodore and Carol Clarke
Wendy and John Clayton
Bill and Dianne Cleary
Francisco Clements
David Claus
Andrew Codispoti
Stefanie Cohen
Becky Cohen
Jennifer and Matthew Cohen
Steve Cohen
Robert Cohen
Diane and Bob Cohen
Lisa and Richard Cohen
Paul Coker
Teresa Cole
Jean Coleman
Kathryn Collins
Alice Colliner
Colorado Athletic Club
Colorado Ballet
Colorado Blackhorse Enterprises, INC Program
Colorado Garden Show, Inc.
Colorado Symphony Orchestra
James and Claudia Colwell
Wynne Combs
Comcast
Comedy Works
Andrew Comer
Allison Comer
CommonGround Golf Course
Community First Foundation
Community Health Charities of Colorado
Rosalyn Conanan and Matthew Kease
Concept Group
Confiance Companies
Kellie Conrad
Hillary Comway
Kevin Cook
Nicole Cooper and Victor Mariniere
Dr. John Corboy and Mary A. Conboy
Core Power Yoga
CorePower Yoga
Corner Bakery Cafe
Mark Cormenta
Linda and C. W. Consinit
Royce Corrington
Richard Cowan and Gloria Kobius
Laura Cox
Catherine and Bernard Craig
Roger Craig
Catherine Corgan
Kyle Crews
Kristin Crockett
Mary Cross
Collin Crotty
James and Bretnay Crosw
Serling and Krist Crosw
Jennifer Crose
Winder and Michael Crowley
Cru Golf
Yoelina Cruz
Crystal Cowgill
CS Home Maintenance
Elizabett B. Cullen
Susanna Cullinane
Michael and Sheryl Culp
Cambonard Trust
Tiffany Cunningham and George Snyder
Robert and Therese Cunningham
Cris Cunningham
Claudia M Coup
Debra Danell
Ken and Lynn Currie
Debra Currie
John and Mary Dalley
Jean and Douglas Davis
Rose Dale
Dan Sharp Luxary
Rachel and Tyler Daniels
Ken Daniels
Diane D’Aquila
Debra Danell
Cheryl Douggherty
Elizabeth and William Davenport
Yvonne and Donald Daviddoff
Bridget Davidson
Timothy Davidson
Kimberly Davis
Liane Davis
Jim and Jackie Davis
Kyle Davis
Dane and Mark Davison
Dolores Dayhoff
Dazzle
D’Corazon
Del and Margaret de Windt
Kathy Dean
Darin Dean
Kimberly Deane
Patricia Dragerhoff and Teresa Brown
Jerome and Nancy DeFelice
Jerome and Stephanie DeFelice
Christine and Herbert DeForest
Audra DeGraw
Jeremy Deisner
Trista Delano
Martha Dell
Della Gamma Alumnae of Pueblo
Delta Gamma Foundation
Mindy Denham and Bob Dickery
Nirena Denker
Denver Active 20-30
Children’s Foundation
Denver Art Museum
Denver Broncos Charities Fund
Denver Center for the Performing Arts
Denver Film Society
Denver Firefighters Museum
Denver Golf Parks and Recreation
Denver Museum of Nature and Science
Denver Preschool Program
Denver Zoological Foundation
Betty DePuy
Kathleen Depuyer
Diana Deurich Kucher and Mark Kuchar
Derre Aciada Skin Care and Massage
Julie DeTemple
Debra J. Deverdell
Madeleine Devine
Meg and Del Demitt
David DeYoung
Amy Diman
Bruce and Donna Dickinson
Dinosaur Ridge
Julie Dionig
Nicole DiVito
Yamy DiVri
Real Diton
Laura Diton
Daniel Diton
Judy and Steve Diton
Kenneth and Jackie Dubrowchak
Karen Dunn
Donald and Lisa Doeggett
Kathleen Doherty
Cynthia and Jeff Diskus
Mark and LeAnn Donald
Mrs. LeAnn Donald
Kathleen and Denison Dollery
Ellen Dooly
Marissa and Bailey Dorton
Marcia Dorry
Molly Beth and Lawrence Doubrava
Jill Doucette
Jane Douglas and Carol Nowicki
Matthew Downey
Donna and Jim Downum
Katie and Thomas Doyle
Richard Doyle and Maxine Friedle Doyle
Maxine Doyle
Mindy Doyle-McCall and Kirk McCull
Jennifer and Ryan Draper
Debra Drenth
Dry Dock Brewing Co.
Audra Dubler
Momilani and Robert Dufault
Susan M. Duncan
Jeanne and Craig Duncan
Cowen Powell Duncan
Paul and Christine Duncan
Matt and Don Duncan
Megan Dunkley
Carol Dunigan
Karen and Richard Duquette
Robert Durack
Patricia and Jack Durlet
Peter and Ellen Durr
Cheryl and David Darson
ECA Foundation
Cathy Edan
Shera and Kent Eddy
Eddible Beans, Inc
Stephen Edmonds
Chris and Angie Edmonds
Olivia Edwards
Violet Edwards
Michael Edwards
Jennifer Edwards
Mickie Edwards
Brent and Katie Eggers
Judy Eillich
Mary Eichler
Dr. Allan Eisenbaum and Sharon Eisenbahn
Kim and Evan Ela
Jon Ellline
Mendelle and Erich Eli
Shelby Eli
Elnich Gardens Theme and Water Park
Kathy and Robert Elliott
John Elway
Elway’s
Van Emery
Gregory and Lisa Engelbert
Amy and Simon Engelbert
Jack Ewistle
Enjoy Bisonti
Marcel Enriquez
Emmett Candies
Leslie Epping
Michael and Joan Ermisch
Sharon Ervin
Kelsey and Todd Erwin
Todd Erwin
Jason Euplin
Patricia Ann Estes
Jack C. Erik
Eugene Curtis and Florence Armstrong Family Foundation, INCL.
Ann and Hugh Evans
Linda and Gregory Eversen
Evoos Marketplace LLC
Facebook Payments Inc.
Rylee Fagen
Stephanie Fagen
Todd Fagen
Pat Fagen
Manny and Brian Fargenstrom
Sam Fainchild
Tracy Falla
Sally Fallow
FC Facilitator LLC
Howard Fear
Joseph and Bernadette Feiten
Tim and Derr Feldman
Elsa F. Feldmeyer
Joy and Joseph Ferguson
Colleen Ferreira
Rafael Ferrero
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Patrick Harold Fieldman
Financial Design Ltd.
Find A Renewal & Empowerment, LLC
Seth Fine
Charles and Paula Finkbeiner
Luis Finkbeiner
Erin Finsaydon
Barbara Finnin
Janna Fischer
Suzanne and Peter Fischer
Angela Fisher
Andrew and Cara Fisher
Paul and Gary Firdgall
Adeleinser Fingibbons
Casey Fissommons
Lisa Fladung
Naomi and Dan Hanagan
Juan Manuel Flores Quiroz
Flab Bar
Katherine Flynn
Mark Fogd
Forecast Catering
Laura Forbes
Forney Museum of Transportation
Shelby and Lynn Foster
Four Friends Kitchen
Four Seasons Hotel Denver
Four Seasons Resort Orlando at Walt Disney World
Fox Restaurant Concepts
Lenny Frankel and Sharon McCaffrey
Rand Frederic
Kristy and Adam Frederick
David Freeman
Mindy Fries
Wendy Fryk
Ginny and Bob Fuller
Mildred Fulton
Renae Fultz
Elizabeth and Eric Funk
Erika and Joseph Gabrielli
Andrew Geck
Patrick and Katie Gaetmer
Jolene and Doug Gagnon
Virginia Gaige
Tara Galanski
James and Shery McDonald-Galbreath
Lisa and Anthony Gallegos
Michael Gallegos
Garbhano Mediterranean Fresh
Marcella Garcia
Deborah Gard
Thomas E. Gardner
Deborah Gard
Marcella Garcia
Garbhano Mediterranean Fresh
Marcella Garcia
Deborah Gard
Thomas E. Gardner
Mary Gardner
Patricia Ann and Randolph Garfield
Samuel Gay

2019 Annual Report
OUR THANKS

Gary and Teresa Tourzi Foundation
Patricia Geyry
Sean Gelsy
General Palmer Hotel
Dana Gengenbach
Marta and Richard Gentry
Martina Genneth
George E. & Betty B. Dunton Foundation
Georgetown Loop Railroad
Bonnie Geslevich
Jennifer Gertsch
Jason Gibson
Megan Gilbert
Rita and Steve Gilbert
Kristin Gilhust
Mark and Marsha Gillaspie
John Gillespie
Donald Gilliland
Nancy Gimeno
Girl Scout Troop 61408
Girl Scout Troop 61608
Elizabeth and Bradley Glenn
Thomas and Veronica Gleason
Polly and Barry Gleichenhaus
Jim and Sharon Glenn
Glenwood Caverns Adventure Park
Greg and Rener Glissmann
Kathleen and Herb Goede
Amy Grings
Elaine B. Goldman
GOLFITC
Priscilla Gomez
Beverly Gonzales
Good Street
Phillip and Kendra Goodin
Janina Gorlin
Stephen and Melly Graber
Anita Graham
Granby Ranch
Grandma’s House
Danielle Grant and Bill Reddiek
Kimberly and James Grant
William Grant
Robert B Gray
Annie Green
Tom and Kathy Green
Green Mountain United Methodist Church
Green Umbrella Counseling
Jordan Greenwood
Greenwood Athletic and Tennis Club
Lori Gregg
Sheryl Gregory
Allison Gregory
Deb Greiner
Brooke Gray
Ann Griffen
Lindsay Griffin
Diana Giménez
Gabrielle Girone
Jaryllyn Graunwald
GT Car Shop Inc.
Joseph Guerra
Kate Gulliver
Mrs. Diane Gunson
Leigh and Robert Gunther
Jayshrika Gupta and
Monisha Chandhury
Andre Gurule
Jimmy Gus
Lauren and Adam Guttenplan
Marin Guttenplan
Joe Gutierrez
Caitlin Gutstadt
Linda and Donald Gutstadt
Carolyn Guymer
Ryan Haarer
Cary Hase
Haixuanda Colorado
Evna and Nicholas Halpin
Louise Hadad
Edward and Prianka Halpin
Peter Hammond
Hand & Stone
Darlyne Handley
Hannah Kahn Dance Company
Lynea Hansen
Jodi Hansen
Neal Hansen
Patty Hansen
Chase Hansen
Jeffrey and Janice Hanson
Kara Hanson and
Matthew Geutel
Happy Bakeshop
Hard Rock Café
Christie and James Harman
Laura Harmon
Richard Harp
Lindsey and Marc Harrell
Matthew and Marissa Harrington
Mark and Karin Harris
Debra Harris
Jan Harris
Travis Harrison
Maureen Harrison
Rachel Harrison
Martha Hart
Laren and Justin Hartley
Joan Hartman
Anne Hartman
Jill Hartman
Lynn Hartman
James Hartman
Elizabeth and Kenneth Haughey
Haughey Family Foundation
Debbie Havens
Nicholas Haynes
Kraig and Nancy Haynes
Ronamin and Fred Haynes
Chad Haynes
Haynes Mechanical
Kristi Haezton
Parler Heath
Phil Heup
Brian Helliekson
Kaslyn Helms
Elaine and Richard Henke
Lacy Honson
James Horley
Margaret and David Hermann
Margie Herndon
Stephanie and Nicholas Heronema
Christine Herron
John Herzig
Sunny Hicken
Shannon Hicks
Daisy Hidalgo
Barbara Hilger
Kathy and Clayton Hill
Frances Hinton
Atene and Barry Hirschfeld
Hanoi Colorado Center
Krystal and Brandon Horf
James and Maxine Hoffman
Constance Holden and
Thomas Smith
Josh Holdier
Ken Holloway
Martha and Robert Holloway
Karrina Holmes
Kenneth Holmes
Marti Holmes
Courtney and Derek Holsher
Robert Holofaster
CJ and DC Homer
Gary Homol
Patricia Hood
Suzanne and David Hoover
Wesley Horner
Horticultural Therapy Institute
William and Wendy Horton
Taunia Hurtman
Kim Howard
Angela Howard and
Reid Fischer
Gary and Leidi Howard
Susan Howarth
Bobbie Sue and Michael Howd
Thayer R. Hubbard
Keish Haff
Krista and Chuck Hugenberg
Romily and Jerald Hubbert
Christopher and Kathy Hubbell
Edward and Naomi Hubbard
Jane and Ray Humphrey
Richard Humtoker
Dave and Margie Hunter
Mike and Kaye Hurram
Treyger and Heather Humo
Kathryn Hunsdorff
Brate Hybneyette
Hynd Trust for the Blind
FOON Foundation
Sandra and Donald Bilenfeld
Kelly Instuta
Integrated Physical Therapy of Colorado PC
Integrative Health INC
Iron Mountain Hot Springs
Sue Iran
Monica Iyer
 Baba and Pat Iyer
Jessica Jackson and
Kenneth Barrows
Rita Jackson
Cindi Jackson
Janet Jacobs
Emily Jacobson
Olof Jacobson
Laurie Jacoby
Kim and Chris Jacoby
Katie Jaquemps
Kelly Jager
Carol and Bradley James
James Patrick Griffith Foundation
Janus Henderson Inversions
Judy Japes
Geregnan and Thomas Jaques
Jason Jarvis
Jay’s Vault
Mitzi Jenknier
Juliie Jenkins
Molly Jenkins and Nick Elias
Diane and Keith Jenkins
Robert and Lu Ann Jenkins
Aaron Jensen
Julian Jensen
Paul Jerez
Nick and Janett Jimenez
Anthony Jovino
William R. Johns
Tami and Jeff Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Jennifer and Jodell Johnson
Arleen Johnson
Tracey and Tim Johnson
Susan and Julie Johnson
Marian Johnson
Don and Kim Jones
Kelli Jones
Mary and Lucian Jones
Andie and Matthew Jones
Paul and Katherine Jost
Brian and Kimberly Juge
Dijana Jukic
Elsinora and Chris Juliana
Jumprstee
Junior League of Denver
Megan Jurgemeyer
Kathryn and Jerald Juret
Justine
Kalmaros Community Foundation
Samantha and Josh Kane
Kaplan Kirsch & Rockwell LLP
Bein and TOM Karruchs
Lorren Kay
Kevin and Elaine Kauffman
John Kaufman
Ted Keane
Jo Anne and Nicholaas Kee
Patricia and David Kerby
Caryn and Mickey Kemran
Thomas and Mari Kemen
Judith and Kenneth Keller
Barbara Kelley
Christine and John Kelley
Kelley Management
Beall
KPMG c/o Bergen County’s
United Way
Cherie Krauszewich
Steve Krauszewich
Patti and Mike Kroenmaker
Jason P. Kirsch
Cheri Kersch
Adam Krier
Kensence Sports Charities
Chistine Krueger
Kevin and Jim Krug
Joel Kroll
Suz and Jack Kueingesser
KSE Charities
Bhonda and Gary Kubish
Janet and Kevin Kubicki
Karen and Gerhard Kuhn
Mark Kessinger
Robert and Vette Keyser
Jan Kief
Barbara Kirman
Shandia Right
Cherisa and Arnold Kilk
Bency A. Klimani
Lloyd Klimhall
Lenore Kindvatter
Ashley Kindvatter
Bob and Carla King
King Soopers
Dave Kingsbury
John and Nadia Kinney
Melissa Kinathan
Joyce Klaasmayter
Thomas and Razi Klein
Ted Knott
Ugor Kocatinkin
Christoper Koch
Rozanne and William Kochavar
Eddie and Anjuta Koen
Jerald and Mary Lynne Kospeke
Amy Koga
Tom and Kathy Kostekley
Jeffrey Kovan
Marjorie Kowalski
KPMG c/o Bergen County’s
United Way
Cherie Krauszewich
Steve Krauszewich
Patti and Mike Kroenmaker
Jason P. Kirsch
Cheri Kersch
Adam Krier
Kensence Sports Charities
Chistine Krueger
Kevin and Jim Krug
Joel Kroll
Suz and Jack Kueingesser
KSE Charities
Bhonda and Gary Kubish
Janet and Kevin Kubicki
Karen and Gerhard Kuhn